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Black Talent Search firmly anchored
under the direction of Rev. Lockhart
By Len Lazarick

Close to thirty blacks will be entering Boston College this fall, besides those who might be entering through the normal admission procedures,
due to the efforts of the Black Talent Search headed by Rev. Theodore L. Lockhart. Rev. Lockhart is retiring from the program this month, and
he took time out this week to assess its success and the outlook for the future of Black Studies and recruiting at Boston College.
How successful the program Lockhart felt that "they had no pressure the institution to take for the courses in these programs
is really much the same as asking
was really depends on what you more difficulties than usual-they steps.
In
his
for
a native Frenchman to teach
opinion,
many
success.
Numbers
of
faired
as
well
as
one
by
might
except
mean
black
blacks, at least in this first year of for any average sampling of studies programs are emerging French language and culture," or
from the ferment presently taking green people to teach green
operation, were not that students."
Talking about black recruiting place at all those institutions, people about green people," as
important to Rev. Lockhart. The
Black Talent Search at BC was a immediately brings in the issue of including BC. These programs will Lockhart put it.
Here at BC, we've come a long
success, he feels, because the black studies. The press has seek to fill what Rev. Lockhart
whole question of a sizable tended to emphasize this aspect of terms "the knowledge gap" that way in a short time, but there's a
presence of blacks on campus black demands, but Rev. Lockhart affects the American people as a long way to go. In the future,
"was finally anchored down in a believes that "the novelty of the whole, both black and white. "I Rev. Lockhart is confident that
clear direction." The big idea accounts for its emphasis. It don't buy the black identity administrators will adapt
The identity problem themselves to the present social
breakthrough was "mostly really hasn't been crisis
administrative", but the change in overemphasized." Black studies, involves the whole culture in crisis. Efforts to increase black
that area is really significant, or as Rev. Lockhart prefers to call America." Americans must be involvement at BC will continue,
opening the way to greater it, , Afro-American Studies is a able to fill in this gap in their and will have to continue. As far
progress in terms of numbers in a
natural step to take for awareness of the role of the black as Rev. Lockhart can see, the
problem will be with us for a good
field where all college universities eager to recruit more man in history, culture, and
administrators are groping their blacks. And once more blacks development of the United States. long time. "It won't just dry up
arrive on campus they in turn And asking for black professors and go away."
way at present.
According to Rev. Lockhart,
the black-white tension on many
campuses and the problem for
blacks of living in a largely white
culture are not the most pressing
problems faced by the colleges.
y? C
"The initial problem," he stated,
a?signffscoavtrorB
"is economic." If they can get Editor's Note:
By Joe McDonough
some change, some money, the
It is very hard to remain calm in the midst of rage. Especially when the rage concerns you. But Prof. Mary
black high school senior will have
answered his questions: "Can I get Daly did just that last semester. While protests were being held concerning her dismissal, Dr. Daly was seldom
in? Can I get in with money?" In heard from. In a Heights interview last week after the administration had reversed its earlier decision and
regard to financial aid, Boston granted Dr. Daly tenure, she finally gave her opinions on what took place.
College has been quite liberal with
In speaking of her dismissal last Daly, "that moderates can the administration remained
its money, which made things a semester, and its campus-wide succeed. Had the administration stubborn. But it would not go
little easier for Rev. Lockhart and percussions, Prof Daly was very remained intransigent in the midst
unforgotten. "Students would
the special black admissions insistent on one point: what of such a well-ordered and have been quite upset. They might
committee.
happened was very important for cautious expression of protest, forget this particular case. But the
Many people worry about Boston College. In her opinion, it then this definitely would have fact of the case would have been
academic standards when special was "a significant voctory". "It encouraged violence."
on their minds. And, had the
attention is given to black was significant," she explained,
The main reason that SDS did administration remained
students from deprived "because whenever a repressive not enter into the protests about intransigent, it would have been
backgrounds. Lockhart thinks act goes unchallenged, more than Dr. Daly's firing was that they impossible to rebuild the Teology
these worries are unfounded. He one person is affected. The believed that student power was a department. I regret that the
admits that the standards used are administration is saying something false slogan, and sidetracked others have been lost. They would
those "which are relevant to black to all others, students and faculty. people from the more important have been very valuable to the
groups." He means by that no They are signaling out to others issues. Dr. Daly was aware of this, department."
special favoritism to blacks, but the message that there are certain and tended to agree with SDS'
According to Dr. Daly, the
merely a recognition that their things one can and cannot say. evaluation. "I am well aware," she administration had tremendous
past performance must be judged The administration's second
said, "that institutions have a pressures put on it to rehire her.
in reference to the black decision reversed the signal. It tendency to absorb the liberals. The National Laymen's
population from a similar took courage, on their part this This absorption is the real Association was just one of the
environment. An above-average reversal is almost unprecedented." problem, because it presumes that groups supporting Dr. Daly. In
black student will not come off as
student government is the voice of addition, the American
well in the college boards as an
The effect of this reversal are, the students. From the Association of University
above-average white. Recognizing for Dr. Daly, more far-reaching experiences of the past year, we Professors was planning to meet
this merely, in Rev. Lockhart's than one may at first imagine. She know that that isn't so.
the same week that the
words, "applying the principle of feels that this decision will be Absorption is a problem. The administration made the
flexibility to admission important for other Catholic prophetic role demands that one announcement. The AAUP was
procedures." Once they arrive at colleges as well as BC. And, in resist absorption."
taking up the matter of the firing
BC blacks are suject to the same fact, colleges in general have
Dr. Daly was not really sure, of Professor Regan, who had been
academic standards and something to learn from this. however, that violence would have
at Boston College for ten years
regulations as whites, and 'This has signalled," said Dr. resulted at Boston College, had
and was also fired last year. They
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were also planning to investigate

Dr. Daly's case. This, in Dr. Daly's
opinion, may have influenced the
timing of the administration's
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The Boston School Committee has set up special classes in such institutions as Mass. Mental Hospital,
Putnam and the B.U. clinics for children who are slow in learning. The theory behind these classes is that the
children will learn at a rate which they can accomodate. The regular classes of the school system are
supposed to be too fast for these children.
Prof. Carol Feldman, of the
"We want to show that these show that most of twenty-five
Psychology Department here at kids do not belong in these classes randomly selected children will be
B.C. believes that there are serious at all," she explains, "We want to seen as not needing special classes.
faults in this program of the show that the methods for This should cause the School
Boston School Committee. She choosing a child for a special class Committee to change the
says that last summer residents of are faulty and the way these curriculum of the special classes.
the South End carried on a self classes are operated is very These kids are told that they are
study in which they investigated wrong."
stupider that others-that they
the selection of children for
can not learn-so they do not learn,
Carol and Caroline plan to and they believe it themselves,
special classes and the curriculum
organize
the Roxbury parents into even though it is not altogether
of the classes are extremely
a sort of force with which they true.
inadequate.
"Then, also, the School
This summer, she is teaming up can approach the school
with Caroline Calloway of committee.
Committee should change the
"We, Caroline and I, are procedure for getting a child
Dorchester to bring a similar
program into Roxbury.
basically information gathering to enrolled into special classes."

announcement.
Dr. Daly herself was in Oregon
teaching a summer course when
the telegram from the
administration arrived. "In fact,"
she said, "the telegram arrived the
same day I did." The telegram was
a very short message which merely
informed Dr. Daly that a decision
had been reached, and that she
was to be rehired..
What effect will this reversal by

the administration have on the

university next year? Dr. Daly
couldn't say. "One never gives up
hope. One can hope that this
secrecy in procedures that has
existed will be eliminated. But we
can't be Utopian. We shouldn't
imagine that all of the hostility

and fear that has existed in the
will vanish. I just hope that
the crisis of confidence that we
went through this year will not
have to be relived."
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Editorial

Tchemoen ometh
effort and not everyone in the nation has a religion
symbolized by the bible. And we can even not
notice editorials and comments from our leaders
saying that short hair and clean living put men on
the moon. Wasn't it on the last flight some bffical
some where said "This is a triumph of the squares."
No!! We can't ignore all that. It's too impossible
a hope that these flights will change it all down here
somehow.
It's already started. They're going to use a moon
landing for the wrong political and social gains.
"This is a triumph of the squares" is the first
warning. "This is a triumph of Tang instant orange
juice." "This is a triumph of our way of life,"
therefore why change?

Landing on the moon is a definitely exciting
event. It's gotten comments out of most major
figures in the nation. Some, like Rev. Abernathy
and other outstanding social critics, have scorned
the achievement because there are so many other, so
many important, crimes against society to be taken
care of. But it is precisely because there are so many
ills down here that a moon shot could be lauded.
Some of us look on it with hope that 'up there'
there is escape from pollution, struggle, worry. We
ignore the figures spent on the program, that could
feed people in South Carolina that a former
governer there admitted were starving. We look past
the bible reading flight which seemed an
inappropriate gesture because it is the nation's
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you get into, you know what I mean?

"/Is //jp addicts tolerancefor drugs increases, his demandfor drugs rises,
RICHARD NIXON 715-69
and the cost of his habit grows"

By Bill Drohan
See? The complex transformed
into the simple by the mere twin
I have noted with surprise a
of a phrase. But what a phrase,
remarkable term which made
eh?
The applications are endless,
anything quite clear no matter
diplomats
could finally discuss
how difficult the subject. This
radiation and air pollution To the Editor:
amazing term was the word
without a battery of aids
"stuff".
Record of the Seniors here in
searching for the Swahili
recent years show:
It is a pity but the name of the
translation of strontium-90. Taxes
Enough of theory, Donald,
Accepted for study of:
Einsteinian ancient who invented
would be less of a mystery as we Class
bit
Medicine
perhaps
genuine
practice
Dentistry
a
of
the term has been lost. For
could all, at long last, understand
25
9
centuries, the term itself has been will be of more use to you. just what the government was 1965
1966
22
11
woefully observed as the verb of a Doubtless you will report my spending
our money on. Certainly
32
14
rude sentence on thinking what discovery to some scholarly if the Papists had shown the good 1967
12
37
another person can do with his magazine and when you do, this sense to explain themselves in 1968
1969*
29*
17*
opinion and where it should be illustration will be of use. Let us terms of stuff and
not popes and
directed. Now, at last, the true suppose that a scientist were to grace we should
(*
Actually
accepted;
others are
never have
subtlety of the word "stuff" is say to a tradesman/Take this required a
waiting lists in this, the most
on
reformation
to
flask of white straighten things out, and Charles competitive year in history)
rediscovered. What a boon it will erlynmeyer
be in solving man's most galling phosphorous and put it with the might still be on the throne.
The variance from year to year
problem, the fact that we never H2504." The poor tradesman
As with any implement of above shows no evidence of a
have the faintest notion of what wouldn't have a hope of getting it tremendous potential impact "limited number" of students
another fellow is talking about. As right. However, if he were to say,
upon society, care should be which B.C. can place in medical
if there weren't enough of a mess "Take this stuff and put it with taken by the great powers of the schools, as indicated
with nobody being able to that stuff in the cabinet;" there earth as to who is
instructed in (parenthetically) in paragraph 4 of
understand anyone else, some would be no problem.
the use of the implement, of the your editorial on July 3, 1969,
In another instance, it is futile
malcontent began introducing
word "stuff". Scandle-managers entitled "The University
new languages in which to for a doctor to try explainingwhy and rabble-rousers should be Reexamined Or is a Banana c
embellish the humble fabric of tonsils should be removed in immediately excluded along with Banana?"
chaos. We have come now to the medical terminology to a
I doubt that any of the
astrologers and travelling
point where we have more frightened ten year old. "Stuff"
I should also like to see approximately 300 students in
salesmen.
languages than we can ever use, and a bit of cartooning can be
it kept from the Irish. There our Premed-Predent program is
who wants to be confused in combined to bridge the
would be no safety if they ever aware of any such "limited
Hindu or Bulgarian anyway, and understanding gap. Thus:
stopped fighting with each other number", nor have I been so
we must turn about. What man
Child (supported by mother): and united against England. I aware since I became Advisor in
needs is a common language, so
You're going to hurt me!
1964.
suppose a philosophic police force
that when confusion arises, as it
Doctor: Yes John, we are going would have to be organized to
If your editorial writer is aware
always does, at least there won't to hurt you just a tiny bit but see
check the spread of "stuff" of any "limited number" he
be any confusion as to what we
this picture I have. This stuff
and should be housed would render a great service by
are all confused about. It is fitting (indicates) is the inside of your information
in some symbolic building, the informing us of this magic
of course that the first word of throat. This stuff on the side is
Tower of Babel comes to mind.
this new universal language hould
how your tonsils look.
You are young and perhaps
be a fine Anglo-Saxon word like
Mother: winces.
you still feel that knowledge is the
"stuff". As we go on, other
Doctor: This green stuff is common property of all men. If I
nations will make their paultry poison and that's the stuff I
To The Editor:
have upset you, recall a moment
You were kind to print my
contributions, who but the caught your tonsils making. Now what happened in your
America
in which I contended that
French could supply a name for this stuff (shows scaple) is what when some dullard
letter
sold guns to General Absolution was not given
the guillotine, but we have been I'm going to use to stop your the
indians. Believe me Donald,
the first contributor. And without tonsils before they make this
at the B.C. Saturday Midnight
most people would only get
that tiny lapful of tea, the black stuff and kill you with it.
themselves into a mess without a Masses. You think that the
benefice of this amazing word
Child: Get the little bastards, power elite to exploit them for absolution which is the crowning
might have been even more
act of the administration of the
doc.
the good of the world.
centuries hoarded by those
Sacrament of Penance, was
Mother: faints.
pronounced at some Mass or
Masses over the year. You also
advised me theologically and
finally, bade me: "Listen".
I did indeed listen over the
Hillard Pouncy
winter weeks and, what is likewise
important, I have read. I have read
Managing Editor Dave Flanagan
Dana
studies which set forth the
Bisbee,
Blose,
James
News Editor
Mike Fratini
authentic doctrine and lawful
Robert Faubert, Bob Hendler,
practice of our Church touching
Features Editor Jack Connolly
the administration of the
Sue Tournas, Kathi Hughes,
Production Manager
Sumberg
Sacrament of Penance. From that
Steve Landrigan, Jane Podalski,
reading I have found that it is
Photography Editor George Jordan
gravely unlawful to attempt to
William Reap, Kathy Skinner
forgive mortal sins by sacramental
Sports Editor Jim Sarni
absolution unless each penitent
first has confessed his mortal sins
to a competent priest?except in

My Dearest Donald:

Americans,

notoriously
unphilosophic people.
Finding this boon amongest
the Americans was rather like
finding gold amongst the Incas
and as any fool can tell you it was
my duty as a western man to take
it away from them.

Editor-in-Chief

a

Staff:

John

LETTERS

number. Though obviously a
detestable denominator, at least it
would allow students, say in

Sophomoreyear, to change career
plans when it appeared their
future grades might be inadequate
for admission to a scholastic circle
operating on an exclusion

principle as a quota.
May I respectfully request that
you publish the above in the hope
of correcting what appears to the

undersigned to be an inaccuracy?
Sincerely yours,

John J. Power
Premedical Advisor
Editor's Note:
From the A&S profile:
Class of 1968, Biology Majors
Ist year 137
2nd year 116
3rd year 65
4th year 54
The above figures do not
reproduce themselves for every
class. Nor do all the students in
Biology enter medical schools.

However

the

standard

pre-medical program at BC is built
around a major in Biology. And
the above pattern, including the

dramatic discontinuity between
the second and third ye rs,
produces itself year after year.

V?TCaitheolwcV
i? ie
very rare emergency situations.
I found out another thing.
Such attempted General
Absolution would not in fact be

effective of forgiveness of the
penitnets' sins.
I found this information in the
Catholic Encyclopedia under the
words, "confession" and
"Sacrament of Penance". A later
and more profound study of this
matter

is

set

forth

in

the

Proceedings of the 22nd Annual
Convention of the Catholic
Theological Society of America,
pages 185-200.
In this light it seems to me

inconscionable to relate to the BC
summer community that grave
lawbreaking, ineffective of
forgiveness, took place here at BC
and was consoling to
winter-session sinners.
Sincerely,
Ronald K. Tacelli
A&S69
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RedvopmBnst-tOiSrhnigueWash
rehabilitated, thousands of
families relocated, and many new
churches and schools constructed.
This project also includes the
districts' first major commercial
development in 50 years and
several new parks.

The entire waterfront area is

also undergoing modernization,
with new warehouses, piers,

service facilities, a $3.5 million
Aquarium and over 2000 new
housing units. It is not improbable
that Boston's "window on the
world" may in the next decade
become the most progressive
seaport in the country.
Other G.N.R.P. projects
include the modernization of the
Fenway and the downtown
business district, and the
reconstruction of the West End,
the South End, and Charlestown.

...

a shabby silhoutte bounded
on the south by a traffic light, on
the north by slowly moving
vagrants on their way to or from
the grubby barrooms and
flophouses concealed deeper in
the shadows; on the east by a
tattooing parlor, an abandoned
subway station and a neon
spattered night club; on the
west
by a large store
containing a variety of slot
machines, a saloon exuding an

...

aroma of sauerkraut and steam,
and a large combination motion
picture-office building whose
denizens have long since
fled
"[

In addition to establishing and
implementing plans for each of
all the peculiarities of each district the areas designated in the
and seeks to preserve the best that preliminary plan, B.R.A. has
now exists while making room for looked to the city's other needs,
new housing and other and especially the city-wide
improvements; 2) citizen support housing crisis. Between 1930 and
and municipal funds must be 1960, there was no major
obtained to bolster the aid construction in the downtown
received through federal grants; 3) area, resulting in an acute shortage
relocation of families must be of adequate housing. Yet in the
minimized and proper period 1960-67 over 40% of all
administration assured. To housing constructed was in the
accomplish this, the active in-town areas, and over 35% in
co-operation of the residents of renewal projects such as
each neighborhood must be Washington Park and the West

secured, and their role in the End.

planning process guaranteed; 4)
private enterprise must be made
aware of the vital importance of
Anyone walking through the program and eventually
Boston's new Government Center become its major source of
can only with great difficulty revenue. The general plan called
imagine the squalor and for "Better neighborhoods,
destitution so characteristic of the improved educational
same district just ten years ago. In opportunities, cultural and
the fifties, Boston seemed to institutional strength."
many a dying city, of which the
The preliminary outline
old Scollay Square was only one prepared by B.R.A. designated
poignant reminder. Many believed General Neighborhood Renewal
the historic Hub, once a bustling Programs (G.N.R.P.) in ten areas
industrial center and leading throughout the city. This
seaport, to be gradually becoming comprehensive program initially
a relic in its own day, a classic spearheaded by 177 million
example of what public apathy dollars in federal funds, was to
and bad planning could rebuild or substantially renovate
accomplish. Between 1950 and 25% of the city's area, affecting
1960, Boston lost over 100,000 nearly 50% of the population.
people, by far the largest Most fortunately (and most
percentage loss of any U.S. city. amazingly, considering the
There was also a steady decline in structure of most city
jobs, industrial production, real governments) this has not turned
estate assessment, and retail sales. out to be a half hearted proposal
In addition, the 1950 census doomed to a slow strangulationin
recorded 25% of the city's bureaucratic red tape, but has
housing as substandard, though blossomed into the most
Boston sported the highest real progressive (sic) program in the
estate tax in the nation, two and nation. Though it hardly
one half that of New York City. approaches a "model city",
Boston seemed to have little in its Boston has taken gigantic strides

. ..

favor except a tradition of historic
greatness which did little to better
the situation and which itself
appeared to be in danger.
For years, the city was alive
with talk of urban renewal and
progressive planning, but no one
seemed willing to take action.
Then in 1960, the newly elected
mayor, John Collins, pressed for
an immediate and direct program
to halt Boston's disastrous
decline. The result?the Boston

Redevelopment Authority
(8.R.A.) instituted explicitly to
meet the task of urban renewal
and possessing full responsibility
for all planning and development.
Right Reverend Francis J. Lally,
chairman of 8.R.A., outlined thendevelopment strategy in four
steps: 1) a special plan must be
created for each section of the
city, one which takes into account

By Jim Blose
emphasis on rebuilding with conglomeration of asphalt and
imagination and creativity. A look concrete, but it is also a melting
at almost any of the projects is pot for human beings of diverse
sufficient proof that the attitudes, interests, and means. If
Authority's dictum that all any city is truely to be built anew
buildings must be attractive as many social, cultural, and
well as functional has become an psychological needs must be met
architectural reality, and that as well. This is not a criticism of
every attempt is being made to B.R.A. itself, for it was initiated
nake the best possible use of all for a specific purpose and charged
available land and facilities in with a task of vital importance. It
order to retain cultural strength must be noted, however, that
and establishurban beauty.
despite great changes in the
A fourth outstanding appearance and physical
characteristic is B.R.A.'s condition public education has
organizational unity, without been much less. Many areas of the
which the progress thus far city still show high rates of crime
attained would have been and disease. As long as significant
impossible. With resonsibility for portions of the population lack
all planning and construction sufficient educatinal, economic,
vested in a single organization and social opportunities which the
drawing personnel from many city is fully capable of supplying
diverse fields, Boston has been should it re-examine its priorities,
able to map out a strategy that is the Utopian visions of many city
comprehensive in its scope, and officials will remain so many pipe
broad enough in perspective to dreams. How many civic leaders
effectively plan projects with who point proudly at Government
repercussions which are city-wide Center would send their child to a
as will as regional, and long term, school in Roxbury, or walk the
as well as designed to meet streets of South Boston alone at
night. Bostonians should indeed
immediate needs.
That Boston "has planned and be prouder than most of what
is carrying out the most they have thus far accomplished,
comprehensive urban but they should be no less
development in the nation" seems ashamed of what they have left
incontestable. Despite its undone.

toward efficient urban renewal.
The most obvious and

spectacular example is the
Government Center project which
has replaced the old Scollay
Square slum with a new city hall,
the twin towered Federal building
($29 million), a state service and
employment center ($34 million),
a state office building ($26
million) housing 32 departments,
a 2000 car garage, a 20 million
dollar private office building, new

streets, a new MBTA station, and
$45 million in other private
buildings. The architectural

excellence of these structures will
make Government Center a
nationwide model for years to
come.
In the Washington Park section
of Roxbury, a 502 acre site whose
population is over 80% non-white,
70% of the buildings have been

To someone not familiar
with the deserate plight of our
cities, and the gross inadequacyof

most urban renewal programs, this
may not seem much of an
accomplishment. But the scheme
now being put into effect here in
Boston has several features which
make it truely exceptional, if not
unique. Four of the major ones
are: 1) the "Planning with
People" policy; 2) the amount of
federal and private funds
obtained; 3) the concern for
beauty and culture; 4) the
organizational structure of the
program.
The often espoused "Planning
with People" policy is, at least in
theory, a great step forward in the
conduction of city affairs. It is
very rarely that a government is
willing to rely so heavily on the
participation of residents in the
actual planning of neighborhood
reconstruction. A Citizens'
Advisory Committee also reviews

and makes recommendations on

city-wide development programs.
In addition, over 100 groups
representing residential,
commercial, and industrial areas
and interests have been organized
to facilitate the exchange of ideas

and information.
Partly

of

because

the

soundness of its planning Boston
has obtained federal grants for out

of proportion to its population
and national importance. With
just over 600,000 people, Boston
has been granted more than $175
million in federal funds. New
York City (population 8 million)
has obtained only 2yi times that
amount, while Chicago and Los
Angeles have been given only
$195 million and $55 million
respectively. These funds have
been supplemented by over 1.4
billion dollars in private
investment, an unheard of show
of support in the area of urban
development.
Another distinctive feature of

-

B.R.A. is its

of
outstanding urban design, and
encouragement

shortcomings (e.g. the failure to
construct any sizeable amount of
low income housing, especiallyfor
the elderly), B.R.A.'s proposals
are well designed to deal with the
physical and structural needs of
the city, and have done much to
restore Boston's sagging economy.
Though it is one of the few
bright spots in a nation of dying
cities, this fact alone does not
make it completely adequate. A
true "urban renewal" program
involves much more than the

construction and renovation of
apartment houses and skyscrapers.
A city may be a massive

r
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NOTICE

*

IN ORDER to greatly facilitate
his work on an article and study
presently in the works concerning
the matter of homosexuality in
Boston, THE AUTHOR would be
very gratified to make contacts
with people who have had
homosexual experiences or
experiences with homosexuals.
REALIZING that all information
will be kept strictly and
adamantly confidential, those
who should be so kind are asked
to telephone 241-9673 after 7
P.M. nightly, or at any hour
during the weekend.
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Special Week Of Special Events
lepedsv
squang ppeds
DO YOUR THING

-

A

discothesque - light, sound, and
movement - McElroy Commons:
The Nest, Friday, July 18, 8:30
PM I.D.'s required, admission
free.

FILM- This week sure : "A Patch
of Blue" with S. Poitier. Tues.
Wed. Thurs. McGuinn Audit.
Doors close at 7:30 sharp. Free.
FINAL FACULTY RECEPTION-

for faculty and guests. Faculty
Dining Room, Wed. 4-6PM
WEDNESDAY LECTURE
SERIES- Mr. Ulysses Shetton, BC
Upward Bound Director, present

candidate for Boston

School

Committee. Topic: "Urban
Problems in Education and Some
Suggestions" Wed. BPM Res.

Students Lounge, McElroy, free.
Coffee following.
HARPSICHORD IN CONCERT-

Renowned American harpsichord
player, Thomas Cully, S. J. of
Brown University will appear in
Res. Student Lounge, McElroy,
Thurs. 7:30. Free. Reception
follows. Open to all.

CHAGALL, DAUMIER,
PICASSO- and others. Famed
London Graf icia Arts exhibit and
sale, Thurs. and Fri., Res. St.
Lounge, McElroy and Lower
Lobby of McElroy. Hours 10-5.
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Mullaney:Past

and Future

Before the Cousy Reign, the seat of New England college basketball
was Providence College. Joe Mullaney was the mentor and year after
year he turned out extraordinary teams which gained national
prominence and competed in post-season tournaments.
When a team is number one in New England and competes against

outside foes, the entire area usually falls behind it in support. Such was
the case with the Friar five as they took on the best from around the
nation.
To become another Providence, with a respected, intelligent coach,
known super-stars, and a rapid student following, was the dream of
every pretender to their throne.
Now that Joe Mullaney has left the college ranks to try his luck in
the NBA, an era of college basketball must come to an end.
Coach Mullaney was a great college coach. He knew the game and

Pallacenestro-Italian

could handle his young players to achieve the best results. He was a
proud winner and a gracious loser.
Of all the Providence teams, the 1963 edition may be his proudest
achievement. This was the year his team won the NIT beating Canisius
before 18,499 at Madison Square Garden. It was the team which
featured tiny (5-8) Vinnie Ernst, one of the most exicting ballplayers
hoop fans have ever witnessed on a basketball court. John Thompson,
later to be a Celtic reserve, was the center. Bob Kovalski, Jim Stone and
NIT MVP Ray Flynn provided more of the firepower.
This team changed character mid-way through the season. At the
outset, Mullaney stressed defense and ball control. But the players were
unhappy. They wanted to run and with Ernst as the catalyst they had
the potential. So the Friars went to a fast-break offense and glided into
the NIT. Their final victory capped a twelve-game winning streak.
Providence remained the number one team in New England until
February 18, 1967, when Boston College beat the Friars 83-82 at
Roberts Center. This was the first team that former teammate Bob
Cousy had been able to best Mullaney. The power and the glory had
passed. Mullaney would not be able to defeat Cousy again in the college

Style

Terry Driscoll, captain and center of the 1969 Boston College Eagles, will play basketball in Italy next
year. Drafted number one by the Detroit Pistons who are desperately in need of a tall, good-shooting
rebounder, Driscoll decided to accept a fabulous foreign offer. [Chances are that Driscoll will eventually end
up in the pro ranks. Americans do not tend to make a career of Italian basketball.]
The Italian league courted
The Italian game is different dirty over and over. I couldn't
Terry affectionately all year and from the American version. take it at first, right in front of
handed him an irresistable offer. International basketball rules are everbody. I mean, I don't speak
Driscoll, who intends to further observed. There is no three-point Italian yet, but certain things you
his education, will be able to play; if a player is bumped as he understand. You don't need a
attend medical school abroad. makes a basket, a foul can be dictionary."
Since he is committed to playing called against the defender, but no
The fans also enjoy throwing
only one game a week, he will free throw is awarded. On drive to debris at referees they don't agree
have the time to study which the basket, the dribbling player is with. They also love their idols,
would have been impossible if he allowed one extra step at the end attempt to rip the clothes off
had been a captive of the NBA's and, to the uninitiated spectator, players. ("Young girl'll think
rugged coast-to-coast, elongated it looks as though playerspick up
grind.
the ball at the foul line and simply
To make the offer even more run to the basket and lay the ball
tempting, the officals added sor.-'e up. This makes play quiker at the
tatalizing "fringe benefits." shooting end but play is slowed
Driscoll will have his own down at the other end because
apartment, complete with his one must bounce the ball right
personal servant, plus an away before starting to move.
automobile.
There is also no back court time
What is Italian basketball like? limit. A team has thirty seconds
Will a tall, handsome, modest to shoot?timed by six different
American boy from proper, colored lights under the basket
gentlemanly Boston, who led his which go off every five
college team into the Top Ten and seconds?but it can be kept in the
the finals of a big national backcourt for the entire
tournament, find hapiness in a half-minute.
strange foreign environment?
Fair play is unheard of in Italy.
To get an idea of what Mr. According to Doug Moe, "the idea
Driscoll has in store for him, an is to see what you can get away
article by Jack Olsen written for with."
Sports lUustrated a few years ago,
The referees can barely be
will shed some light. It was called guardians of fair play. Steve
entitled "Pallacanestro Is the Chubin remarks: "They have a
Rage" and portrays Italian dramatic sense, and they think of
basketball as a wild melee. It is a themselves as a bunch of Fellinis.
game played with little style or In the early part of a game they
skill in which the audience is an tend to keep things even. In the
active participant.
last 10 or 15 minutes almost all
At the time of the article the fouls are against the visiting
(1967), a dozen or so Americans team. In Italy, you just don't win
(Doug Moe of North Carolina, away from home. Back in the
Toby Kimball of Connecticut, and States,
the home-courtadvantage
Steve Chubin of Rhode Island is about 5-10 points; here it's
being the more well-known more like 25. Some
of the refs'd
names) were playing in Italy get
shot in the U.S."
"with mingled joy and
The referees' plight is twofold.
discontent."
First they are incompetent.
Up to 1966, foreigners had Second, they are
afraid of the
been banned in Italy but the level fans. They must rule for the home
of play was so poor the team orrun for their lives.
authorities decided to permit each
The Italian fans are an extreme
team a transfusion of one group. Chubin frankly relates his
foreigner, with the inception of observations: "There's a certain
American talent, who were element of the fans here that's
treated "like King Farouk," the absolutely nuts. I mean, they
game soared in popularity. But of ought to be hauled off in
the first twelve Americans straitjackets. Some of these
recruited, only three returned, for people'll blow an air horn right in
a second season. Olsen wrote then your ear as you're walking by,
that "to most of the American deafen you for a week. It's
basketballers, one season of Italy different than the States.
in midwinter is more than Sometimes it's sickening. One
enough."
man'll keep hollering something

ranks.

He'll have the opportunity in the pro ranks, however, as both Cousy
and Mullaney enter professional coaching together.
Mullaney enters a situation where he will be expected to produce a
winner. His new boss, the controversial millionaire , Jack Kent Cooke,
wants to be on top badly. The owner of both the basketball Lakers and
the hockey Kings, he has promised the people of Los Angeles

championships.
The Lakers should have wound up with all the marbles last season.
With Wilt Chamberlain to rebound and Elgin Baylor and Jerry West to
score, the Lakers were a super-team. But the incredible Boston Celtics
are an unfathomable array of undefinables.
Mullaney must now contend with the Stilt, the cause of past coach
Bill Yon Bredakoff's dismissal. Mullaney has handled deliquent center
Dester Westbrook at Providence in the past with no loss of morale or
team performance.
The Lakers are a veteran team and the coach should be able to get
professional performancesfrom his players.
Leaving the tradition college game which Mullaneyhad mastered for
the pro grind may have its advantages. It is a new challenge. It affords
one wider national recognition. There is more money to be made. But
Mullaney may not find sunny California to his liking. The average life
expectancy of a pro coach is not very high. The name of the game is
win. The good old college try is not good enough.

nothing of coming right into the
dressing room after a game and
trying to grab sourenirs. If you
don't do a pretty good job of
defending yourself you'll wind up
naked.")
Olsen, the writer of the article,

witnessed

his

first

Italian

encounter and some of his
recollections are interesting.
Before the players would appear,
fans could be seen beating sheets
of iron against the pipes, blowing
air horns hooked to tanks of
compressed air, banging away at
tambourinesand castanets, waving
signs and screaming challenges.
The teams have a bush-league
appearance. Attired with socks of
varying colors, the players war
"short shorts that would have
been banned in Boston." Pre-game
drills we re ludicrous exhibitions.
Players would tend to attempt
difficult maneuvers?fancy long
jumpers, reverse lay-ups. But the
crowd would love these mocheries
becuase the "appearance" of skill
was observed. "And," writes
Olsen, "in Italy appearance is
everything."
The game revolved around the
two Americans, playing on
opposite sides. The game went on
as the players entertained the fans
more with their acting at fouls
called than with their abilities.
The referees controlled the game
calling countless fouls. The home
team won.
If the portrayal of Italian
basketball reflected by this article
is still true, Terry Driscoll will
enter a bizarre, zany world of
over-anxious fans, larcenous

referees

and

semi-skilled

competitors next winter.

It should be interesting. It
should be amusing. It surely will
be a learning experience denied
many a professional athlete.

-

Non-Baseball Quiz
1. The Boston Patriots played regulation play ended in a
in the AFL Championship game three-way tic. Who were the
golfers involved and who won the
once.
A. Who did they play?
B. What was the score?
C. Who scored Boston's

touchdown?
2. Who was the hero of the
Kentucky-texas Western NCAA
championship game in 1966?
Also, what teams did Kentucky
and Texas Western knock off in
the semi-finals?
Who was the first amateur
golfer and first foreigner to win
the US Woman's Open? (Hint-It
happened in 1967 and she was
French)

ensuing playoff?
10. Before moving to Detroit
where did the pro basketball
Pistons play?
11. What was New York

Giant's fullback Alex Webster's
nickname?
12. What Belgian won the 1963
Boston Marathon?
13. What are the odds on all
four bridge players winding up
with one entire suit of cards after
they have been delt out?
14. What other sport besides
basketball did Keith Erickson
excel at in his college days at

4. What country did C.K. Yang
in the Olympic games UCLA?
and what school did he attend in
15. What color was Peggy
the States?
Fleming's outfit when she won
5. What two rookie centers the Gold Medal at Grenoble? (Be
made the Los Angeles Lakers in specific)
1963?
16. The Dallas Texans and the
6. What did Paul Dietzel call Houston Oilers played the AFL's
his defensive platoon when he only sudden-death championship
coached at West Point?
game.
7. In tennis, what do the
A. Who won?
initials VASSS stand for?
B. Whose field goal decided it?
8. Who made up the BOW line
C. Who called the coin-toss
for the Bruins?
preceding the overtime?
9. In the 1962 Masters.
D. What did he choose to do?
represent

